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Clara Caterpillar
Week-long units for each letter of the alphabet reinforce
developing literacy skills. Read-aloud activities, songs,
centers, and snacks provide connections to language
arts, math, science, and social studies concepts. Teach
these stand-alone units in order, or flow from one theme
to the next!
As some warthogs spend a rainy day painting their
kitchen, they make a mess and learn about mixing
colors.
Based upon materials used by this experienced
children's library and university instructor, this is a vital
and essential how to for doing storytimes. Crash Course
in Storytime Fundamentals is a vital and essential how
to. It is perfect for anyone who is asked to do storytime,
but has never been trained-or for anyone who simply
needs a new idea. The book is based upon materials
designed for and used during an all day workshop,
Storytime Fundamentals offered by this veteran
children's librarian.
An old empty house feels sorry for itself because it has
no family living inside, but with the help of some good
friends, its dreams come true.
Continuing the work that was started with Teaching
Poetry Level 6-9, this second part of the curriculum
focuses on more advanced types of poetry, examples,
research, and activities that are geared towards the
students in Elementary II. This Language arts module is
well written and researched so that it allows your
students to enjoy poetry in a low anxiety level
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environment that fosters creativity, imagination and fun.
The materials are designed to meet CCS standards with
each standard is outlined and listed by grade or level. A
full manual with teacher lessons on how to present each
concept is included, along with an answer key. The Level
9-12 unit includes the following: Introduction
lessonsAdditional resources listsCCS standards by
level/gradeTeacher and presentation lesson for each
conceptAnswer key20 Level 4 task cards20 Level 5 task
cards20 Level 6 task cards27 Teacher Presented
Nomenclature cards with picture, label, and definition24
Types of poems cards with definitions and examples
By camouflaging herself, Clara Caterpillar, who becomes
a cream-colored butterfly, courageously saves Catisha
the crimson-colored butterfly from a hungry crow.
Created in consultation with teachers and public
librarians, this fantastic collection of 101 ready-to-use
book lists provides invaluable help for any educator who
plans activities for children that involve using literature.
Offers eighteen offbeat literary programs featuring
creepy, dirty, and stinky stories that will appeal to young
readers.
A sequel to the California Young Readers' Medal-winning tale
finds the adventurous Livingston Mouse and his Insect Band
friends assisting the creatures of the Wild Wood with a dance
performance.
Teddy searches for his animal friends, including a cat, dog,
and owl, who are hiding in the garden.
As his brother prepares to leave the dog they share, Fred the
greedy flea pretends to have the flu in order to stay behind
and have the whole dog, unaware of the fate that awaits him.
An explorer mouse in search of China discovers that he must
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be careful to choose a new home that does not offend his
sense of smell, sight, hearing, taste, or touch.
Learning and fun go hand-in-hand with these thematically
organized story time programs that are linked to adorable,
edible crafts. • Book lists, supplies lists, and a simple recipe
are included for each program to eliminate guesswork •
Photographs depict every recipe and craft • An introduction
highlights the basic supplies/ingredients needed for each
program and offers hints and tips to keep it all easy and
affordable
This book is designed to prepare K-12 preservice and
inservice teachers to address the social, cultural, and critical
issues of our times through the use of multicultural children's
books. It will be used as a core textbook in courses on
multicultural children's literature and as a supplement in
courses on children's literature and social studies teaching
methods. It can also be used as a supplement in courses on
literacy, reading, language arts, and multicultural education.
What would you do if on the very first day of school, Dinosaur
wasn’t smiling his big, toothy dinosaur smile? This little boy
knows exactly what to do. His Dinosaur is worried that school
will be too big and too noisy, with yucky food at lunchtime.
But with such a good friend to reassure him, Dinosaur soon
discovers just how fun and friendly school can be. And by the
end of his first day, Dinosaur is once again smiling his big,
toothy, dinosaur smile and better still, he can't wait to come
back!
After a falling out, best friends Gigi and Lulu discover that,
while it can be fun to do the same things most of the time,
sometimes it is good to be different.
Three warthogs count to ten as they bake cupcakes.
A smug slug that will not listen to the animals around it comes
to an unexpected end.
This book provides a wealth of read-aloud titles and related
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activities that provide busy teachers with the tools to help
students in grades K–12 become successful writers. *
Includes 14 reproducible sheets that help students practice
the skills described in the book * Provides extensive
bibliographies and references to all the nearly 400 books
discussed * Contains an index that enables teachers to
readily access different topics * Presents quotes and advice
from 25 experts in the field
The Wright boys' interest in flying began with a toy given to
them when they were small children. As young men, they first
opened a printing shop and then a bicycle shop, all the while
experimenting with how to design a flying machine. Finally
they achieved their incredible goal-man's first powered flight.
In this accessible picture book with a "House that Jack Built"
approach, young readers are gradually introduced to all the
steps that led up to the Wright brother's remarkable historic
accomplishment.
An alphabetical ant wedding, attended by the other animals,
is beset by various disasters.
Why use picture books with children? -- Extending picture
books through art -- Extending picture books through drama -Extending picture books through music -- Extending picture
books through math -- Extending picture books through
science.
What would you do if a mule knocked on your door one day
and said, 'I've come for lunch'? You'd say, 'Hello! Come in,
Mule.' But if the mule was badly behaved, he'd need to be
taught some manners, wouldn't he?
Building on the author's work in The Big Book of Teen
Reading Lists, this book provides 101 new and revised
reading lists created in consultation with teachers and public
librarians—an invaluable resource for any educator who plans
activities for children that involve using literature.
This comprehensive listing and discussion of poetic works
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supports the standards of all areas of the curriculum, helping
librarians and teachers working with kindergarten through
middle school students. * Updates from the first edition
include new and different poetry and newer authors than the
first edition * Provides numerous lists of anthologies, poems,
and poetic prose and meets national standards and areas
within those standards * Offers lists of bilingual works in
Spanish and English and lists of poems representing various
cultural groups both in the United States and around the
world * Includes teaching ideas, writing activities, and links for
crossing the curriculum
A sleepy child is flown through the night sky to see foxes
hunting, rabbits playing, raccoons scrounging, and other
animals that are active while people sleep.
McGillycuddy is new to the farm. What use is McGillycuddy,
wonder the cow, sheep, hen, and rooster. She can't make
milk. She can't lay eggs. She can't even "Cock-a-doodledoo!" So what do McGillycuddys do? Young readers will
delight in this boisterous read-aloud and enjoy discovering all
the special things a McGillycuddy can do!
Use these effective and practical approaches for teaching
alphabet recognition to young children. The instructional
activities follow a consistent pattern using materials that are
readily available in early childhood classrooms. The activities
are designed to provide many opportunities for children to be
engaged with print, such as identifying letters, matching
letters, talking about letters, and writing letters. This resource
supports the Common Core and other state standards.
Early childhood educators around the world use this best
seller to plan daily curriculum and classroom activities. The
book contains 76 different themes ranging from Ants to Zoo
Animals, presented in alphabetical order. Content for each
theme includes the following sections: Curriculum Flowchart,
Theme Goals, Concepts for Children to Learn, Vocabulary,
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Bulletin Board Ideas, Sample Parent Letter, Arts and Crafts,
Cooking, Dramatic Play, Field Trips, Fingerplays/Chants,
Group Time, Science, Math, Sensory, Large Motor, Fine
Motor, Social Studies, Books, Recordings and Song Titles,
and Technology/Multimedia Resources. The updated book
sections for each theme include hundreds of new children's
literature references with a special emphasis on multicultural
selections. In addition, the new Sixth Edition includes a brand
new four-color insert on Using the Digital Camera in the Early
Childhood Classroom. The text is accompanied by a
companion website that contains important assessment tools,
lesson plan forms, rainy day activities, developmental
checklists, classroom artifacts, and much more. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Finally, an effective approach to teaching poetry in
Elementary I. We have created a unique approach to
teaching poetry that allows the teacher to the freedom
necessary without having to worry about their own needs.
The material is designed to meet the CCS standards and
each standard is outlined and listed by grade or level. A full
manual with teacher lessons on how to present each concept
is included, along with an answer key that will allow the
students to check their work for any research or analysis
questions. The Level 6-9 unit includes the following:
Introduction lessonsAdditional resources listsCCS standards
by level/gradeTeacher and presentation lesson for each
conceptAnswer key20 Level 1 task cards20 Level 2 task
cards20 Level 3 task cards
A carefree cabbage caterpillar named Clara, who becomes a
common cream-colored butterfly, can't possibly compete with
a catty, conceited caterpillar named Catisha, who becomes a
captivating crimson-colored butterfly. Or can she?
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This is the wood that was hauled up to the branch that held
the treehouse that Jack and Jill built. From hammering the
first boards of wood to hanging the roof and the light, come
follow along with Jack and Jill as they build a new treehouse!
Pamela Duncan Edwards and Henry Cole's delightful
cumulative read-aloud applauds busy young creators
everywhere.

Such a clever caterpillar! A carefree cabbage caterpillar
named Clara, who becomes a common cream-colored
butterfly, can?t possibly compete with a catty, conceited
caterpillar named Catisha, who becomes a captivating
crimson-colored butterfly. Or can she? Ages 3 - 6
Clara CaterpillarHarper Collins
Fresh, fun ideas for children’s storytime fill this book.
The author, a long-time storytime facilitator, has put
together 52 weekly themes plus additional plans for
holidays, all with detailed instructions for talking about
the theme and choosing the books, crafts, songs,
poems, games and snacks. Each storytime idea is
illustrated with photographs of a suggested craft and
snack for easy reference. Libraries, bookstores,
preschools and parents alike can use this book to offer
themed storytimes that include discussion, literature, art,
music, movement and food. Options are provided for
each storytime, so the ideas can be used year after year.
Mimi the swan is in love with ballet, and more than
anything, she wants to attend the ballet at the Opera
House. When she ends up on stage as a ballerina,
Mimi's antics soon rocket her to stardom as the first ever
swan prima ballerina!
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